170 V
Polyglass 2-way kit / Specially made for Japanese cars

- Rubber surround
- Great maximum deflection
- Central phase plug
- Reduced directivity
- 1 \( \frac{3}{16} \) [30.5mm] voice-coil
- Detailed midrange

- Polyglass cone
- Neutral sound without coloration
- Aluminum basket
- Rigid and non-magnetic
- Back cap
- Better esthetic

- Aluminum inverted dome
- Detailed and precise treble
- 0 \( \frac{1}{8} \) [20mm] Ferrofluid voice-coil
- Permanent voice-coil cooling

- Full/12dB/octave crossover
- Optimum connection of each way

Technical characteristics:
Woofer: 6 \( \frac{11}{16} \) [170mm]
Bobine: 1 \( \frac{3}{16} \) [30.5mm]
Moteur: 3" [80mm]
TN44 Tweeter
Aluminum inverted dome
Separate crossover: Full/12dB/oct [4.3kHz]
Max. power: 120W
Nom. power: 60W
Sensitivity (2.83 V/1m): 91dB
Frequency response: 60Hz – 20kHz

It makes the difference:
- Very detailed midrange
- Specially made for original location
- Pre-wired, pre-lugged set